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CHECKLIST
GMAT

Focus on the Content Areas that will 
most improve your score.
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Hi! I’m the Chief at Prepwise, responsible for course creation, 

student engagement and all the “fun” of running a company. We 

build smarter, stronger Business Leaders. You. 

You probably know me from one of your friends. Or frenemies. 

Or your boss (I’ve been at this a while). With almost 3000 

individual tutoring students, there’s a good chance you know a 

former client. I specialize in helping you create a positive career 

trajectory with all the steps in between. Let’s get you out of 

career ruts and the quarter-life doldrums. 

“Makes me wonder if she has a crystal ball….” 

GMAT tutor and classroom teacher since January 2009, 
MBA applicant advisor since 2001, 
Students helped 1-1, almost 3000, 
Average GMAT improvement, 151 points,  
Largest GMAT improvement, 340 points, 
97.8% gain admission to their #1 program

Copyright © by Prepwise. Marks for GMAT, GMAC and others mentioned remain the property 

of their owners. Mention in this document does not imply relationship with or endorsement of 
any mentioned party. 

Violation of copyright or trademark will merit prosecution and persecution. Don’t be an idiot. 

Giddy up. Let’s get to it. 
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GMAT Auditing: The Main Topics.

Here are the main content areas that I have observed as both a teacher and a GMAT test taker. 

This list does not include everything the GMAT can test you on, but it does include the 80-90% 

that matters the most.

Content Area Skill? Study? Need?

Number Theory

Remainders

Divisibility and Prime Factorization

Rates/Work/Continuum

Estimating

Algebra

Geometry Shapes

Geometry Concepts

SC - Subject-Verb Matching

SC - Parallelism

SC - Pronouns and Modifiers

CR - Assumptions

CR - Logic

RC - Advanced Reading Concepts

RC - Test-oriented Reading

Integrated Reasoning - “IR”

Analytical Writing Assessment - AWA

Test Day Strategies

Practice Tests
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Do

Adult Homework

Different ways to mark my progress.
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Study Planning: The Cheat Sheet.

GMAT Area:

My Current Assessment:

How I tested myself:

Realistic objective:

Plan of Action:

Resources to use:

How to Check Progress:

Additional Resources I may need:

Final Assessment:
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Study Planning: Example!

GMAT Area:

Sentence Correction - Parallelism

My Current Assessment:

Okay when it’s obvious, but I miss the 
nuances.

How I tested myself:

used 30 OG questions to get a base 

Realistic objective:

Learn the top 10 phrases that are used in // 
constructions 

Plan of Action:

Using the OG and the mba.com question 
banks, I will keep track of each question 
that involves //. I recognize the obvious // 
markers: either/or, And, But, but I can 
improve spotting “as” and other less 
obvious markers. Once I’ve completed 100 
Sc questions I will have a good list of // 
markers to train my process.

Resources to use:

gmatprep software 
kate’s diagramming lesson at prepwise 
official guide sc questions and grammar 
section

How to Check Progress:

test with medium difficulty questions once 
I’ve gathered my list from 100.

Additional Resources I may need:

may need tutoring help 
may need to read short grammar guide 
(one available at prepwise.com) 
can turn grammarly on within my gmail 
account to have suggestions as I write.

Final Assessment:

[Fill this in once you’ve done the work]

http://mba.com
http://mba.com
http://prepwise.com
http://prepwise.com
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Free Form Notes.

Note Paper
Sometimes you just want to spill ideas onto paper to get ideas out of your head. I like graph paper 

and blank copy paper. Find something that works well for you. Graph paper is particularly helpful 

for drawing geometry ideas - but don’t worry about being perfect! Focus on the work that will 

improve your process and thinking. When you have an idea, catch it here! Make copies as you 

need.
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Notes.

Different type of note paper for brainstorming. 

Brainstorm/Notes
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More Thoughts.

Practice does NOT make perfect. 
I grew up accustomed to the mantra, “Practice makes perfect.” It is so popular it was accepted as 
fact rather than tested for validity. 

But I have found through personal experience and observation of my students that practice does 
not even come close to making perfect – indeed it can have unintended consequences. 

Reinforcing the wrong habits or wrong standards, can lead to calcification of misinformation and 
even injury. Look at marathoners whose knees hurt all of the time. It seems reasonable to say it is 
the super-human mileage, yet there are runners who regularly complete ultra-marathons without 
injury. Why? 

It’s all about form. 

A successful marathoner understands how her body works. She understands when to push harder 
in training and when to back off. And she respects those limits. She finds a coach who can help her 
exceed those limits when she’s ready to improve. She knows that it isn’t about the miles, it’s about 
the way you run those miles. 

The same principle holds for GMAT prep. Your success does not hinge on how many problems 
you complete for practice, but the problems chosen and the way you complete the chosen 
problems.  

Quality not quantity. 

“ . . . sure, sure, sure.” 

This is the killer for many students. Sure I’ll do quality problems. Sure I’ll do quality review. Sure I’ll 
go for concept mastery…. 

Baloney. 

Students attracted to the GMAT are largely competitive and compulsive. You don’t have to play 
sports to be competitive, even orchestras rank musicians. If you are drawn to any pursuit that ranks 
participants, you have some competitive juice. So give it up “lovers-not-fighters”, you like to win. 

You wouldn’t be reading this if you didn’t. And I wouldn’t have written this if I didn’t like helping 
you win. 
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Practice does NOT make perfect… 
So let’s embrace that and move along. 

Here’s the scoop, you will not win the GMAT battle if you hold on to your bad practice habits. 
Period. No matter how smart you are. Brute force on the GMAT will not bring out your best score. 
(**but some students can do well enough so cost/benefit analysis on your own here) 

The students who do best give up their ego-driven practice habit, the if-I-work-every-GMAT-
problem-I-find-then-I-can-dominate-the-GMAT habit, and instead they adopt a habit of inquiry. 
They become more interested in the underlying concepts of a problem than in the solution. The 
solution matters, but in early study it’s all the ways to understand the question and givens that 
matter more.  

Here’s how that helps you. 

The GMAC (the folks who write the GMAT) is not so kind as to recycle their questions verbatim so 
your ability to respond to one question does not aid you in answering the broader concept 
question – and it’s derivatives – unless you understand the concept tested in the question and can 
link that concept to other ways in which you may see the concept tested. 

Wax on, wax off.

Speed. 
No kidding. One of the fastest ways to boost your score is to boost your speed – without 
diminished quality in responses. So how do you go faster? 

Remove friction. 

56 

What do you see? Do you see the number 56? How does that help? 

It doesn’t. In the world of standardized tests, 56, means 7 x 8. Yes, it could also mean 14 x 4 or 28 
x 2, but really it means 7 x 8. 

x^2 – x – 56 = 0 

If you see a quadratic you factor it. Automatically. 
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Speed… 
(x – 8)(x + 7) 

The faster you factor, the faster you recognize the potential values for x: 8, -7 so you can move to 
the next part of the problem, the actual challenge of the question. But first you must recognize 
that 56. 

So how do you “see” the 56? 
 Do your Multiplication tables.  

 By hand. 
  
 On paper. 

 Everyday*  

*(for 10-20 days depending on your joy. If you don’t enjoy, keep doing. If you do enjoy, you 
probably don’t need to do them!)   

Just this simple exercise literally frees your brain to work more challenging problems. The 
quadratic factoring becomes automatic. Look for additional friction points in your process. Where 
are you slow or weak? Fix the foundational friction points. Make sure your basics are STRONG. I 
have students pick up a copy of Schaum’s Elementary Algebra when they need extra practice on 
the basics: mechanics, set up, exponents, etc. 

Last Comments - Mental-Emotional Connection. 
If you think you can, you will. If you think you can’t, you won’t. You need to have your head in the 
game to get the most out of your study process. I’ll spare you the science here (though check out 
katemckeon.com if you like that stuff), but one thing has become crystal clear as I’ve watched 
thousands of candidates progress through GMAT prep and MBA applications: you can’t fake it. 

While you can’t control what an admission officer says to you, you can control how you feel about 
it. So, get clear about your overall objectives not just your short term. Think big. Think long term. 
Avoid getting hung up on a particular score or a particular school. If you have a worthwhile long 
term objective, your brain will conspire to make it happen.  

Work hard. Focus your energies on things you can influence and control. Eventually you’ll have 
more influence and more control. But you have to build it.  

You can do it,  
- Kate

http://katemckeon.com
http://katemckeon.com
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The Study Calendar.

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thurs Fri Sat

Be finished with the GMAT in 30 Days.  
http://www.prepwise.com/30-day-gmat

http://www.prepwise.com/30-day-gmat
http://www.prepwise.com/30-day-gmat

